
JQUERY CASE STUDY

Since I bet there are some of you folks that are at Waffle's level and writing code like this, I thought we could use this as
a case study to learn.

One of my favorite parts about publishing blog posts on this site is that people really take the time to read it
and offer quality suggestions. Visible markers for navigating the quiz questions. However, you might actually
want four separate jQuery objects, so that you can refer to them later without needing to create them new.
Also, understanding the improvements we make will make us better coders in the future when the stakes are
higher. Action List Revisited The action points we will address in this lesson are highlighted in red, those
already processed are greyed out. Do we need a DOM ready statement? The first thing we do if the user clicks
the. As Arthur Brisbane once said 'A picture is worth a thousand words'. A score to show the user when the
quiz has completed. You have the choice of a minified version, which has a file size of just 92 kilobytes and
should be used for your production code. Consolidating logic and control into event handlers that are defined
in one place is preferable to peppering a web page with HTML onClick, onChange, etc. All slides will be
injected into this element. It's not until the slideToggle is done where the element is unhidden and at it's final
size. In this lesson we will create navigation for our interactive quiz using JavaScript and jQuery so we can
traverse backwards and forwards through the quiz questions. Action List Revisited The action points we will
address in this lesson are highlighted in red. Updating the progress bar is done dependant upon the user going
forwards or backwards thought the quiz questions and so we do this after displaying the relevant question.
Once you see this all working press the. Easily manage projects with monday. One option is to use
dependency injection and get parent component inside child component constructor with Host decorator.
Updating Our Layout Using Notepad or a simlilar text editor, reopen the global. Lesson 2 Complete In this
lesson we have reviewed some of the action points raised in the last lesson. A list of correct answers to check
the user's answers against. But, he already had put time into getting the server-side code working and did not
want to change direction at this point. This way we can ensure all questions for the quiz have been answered.


